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Fundamentals of Ultra-Thin-Body MOSFETs and FinFETs

2013-08-29

understand the theory design and applications of the two principal candidates for the next mainstream semiconductor industry device with this concise and clear guide

to fd utb transistors describes fd soi mosfets and 3 d finfets in detail covers short channel effects quantum mechanical effects applications of utb devices to floating

body dram and conventional sram provides design criteria for nanoscale finfet and nanoscale thin and thick box planar fd soi mosfet to help reduce technology

development time projects potential nanoscale utb cmos performances contains end of chapter exercises for professional engineers in the cmos ic field who need to

know about optimal non classical device design and integration this is a must have resource

FinFETs and Other Multi-Gate Transistors

2008

this book explains the physics and properties of multi gate field effect transistors mugfets how they are made and how circuit designers can use them to improve the

performances of integrated circuits it covers the emergence of quantum effects due to the reduced size of the devices and describes the evolution of the mos transistor

from classical structures to soi silicon on insulator and then to mugfets

Toward Quantum FinFET

2013-11-23

this book reviews a range of quantum phenomena in novel nanoscale transistors called finfets including quantized conductance of 1d transport single electron effect

tunneling transport etc the goal is to create a fundamental bridge between quantum finfet and nanotechnology to stimulate readers interest in developing new types of

semiconductor technology although the rapid development of micro nano fabrication is driving the mosfet downscaling trend that is evolving from planar channel to
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nonplanar finfet silicon based cmos technology is expected to face fundamental limits in the near future therefore new types of nanoscale devices are being

investigated aggressively to take advantage of the quantum effect in carrier transport the quantum confinement effect of finfet at room temperatures was reported

following the breakthrough to sub 10nm scale technology in silicon nanowires with chapters written by leading scientists throughout the world toward quantum finfet

provides a comprehensive introduction to the field as well as a platform for knowledge sharing and dissemination of the latest advances as a roadmap to guide further

research in an area of increasing importance for the future development of materials science nanofabrication technology and nano electronic devices the book can be

recommended for physics electrical engineering and materials science departments and as a reference on micro nano electronic science and device design offers

comprehensive coverage of novel nanoscale transistors with quantum confinement effect provides the keys to understanding the emerging area of the quantum finfet

written by leading experts in each research area describes a key enabling technology for research and development of nanofabrication and nanoelectronic devices

FinFET Devices for VLSI Circuits and Systems

2020-07-15

to surmount the continuous scaling challenges of mosfet devices finfets have emerged as the real alternative for use as the next generation device for ic fabrication

technology the objective of this book is to provide the basic theory and operating principles of finfet devices and technology an overview of finfet device architecture and

manufacturing processes and detailed formulation of finfet electrostatic and dynamic device characteristics for ic design and manufacturing thus this book caters to

practicing engineers transitioning to finfet technology and prepares the next generation of device engineers and academic experts on mainstream device technology at

the nanometer nodes

FinFET Modeling for IC Simulation and Design

2015-03-17

this book is the first to explain finfet modeling for ic simulation and the industry standard bsim cmg describing the rush in demand for advancing the technology from

planar to 3d architecture as now enabled by the approved industry standard the book gives a strong foundation on the physics and operation of finfet details aspects of
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the bsim cmg model such as surface potential charge and current calculations and includes a dedicated chapter on parameter extraction procedures providing a step by

step approach for the efficient extraction of model parameters with this book you will learn why you should use finfet the physics and operation of finfet details of the

finfet standard model bsim cmg parameter extraction in bsim cmg finfet circuit design and simulation authored by the lead inventor and developer of finfet and

developers of the bsim cm standard model providing an experts insight into the specifications of the standard the first book on the industry standard finfet model bsim

cmg

Spacer Engineered FinFET Architectures

2017-06-26

this book focusses on the spacer engineering aspects of novel mos based device circuit co design in sub 20nm technology node its process complexity variability and

reliability issues it comprehensively explores the finfet tri gate architectures with their circuit sram suitability and tolerance to random statistical variations

FinFET/GAA Modeling for IC Simulation and Design

2023-09-01

finfet gaa modeling for ic simulation and design using the bsim cmg standard second edition is the first to book to explain finfet modeling for ic simulation and the

industry standard bsim cmg describing the rush in demand for advancing the technology from planar to 3d architecture as now enabled by the approved industry

standard the book gives a strong foundation on the physics and operation of finfet details aspects of the bsim cmg model such as surface potential charge and current

calculations and includes a dedicated chapter on parameter extraction procedures thus providing a step by step approach for the efficient extraction of model

parameters with this book users will learn why you should use finfet the physics and operation of finfet details of the finfet standard model bsim cmg parameter

extraction in bsim cmg finfet circuit design and simulation and more
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Layout Techniques for MOSFETs

2016-03-24

this book aims at describing in detail the different layout techniques for remarkably boosting the electrical performance and the ionizing radiation tolerance of planar

metal oxide semiconductor mos field effect transistors mosfets without adding any costs to the current planar complementary mos cmos integrated circuits ics

manufacturing processes these innovative layout styles are based on pn junctions engineering between the drain source and channel regions or simply mosfet gate

layout change these interesting layout structures are capable of incorporating new effects in the mosfet structures such as the longitudinal corner effect lce the parallel

connection of mosfets with different channel lengths effect pamdle the deactivation of the parallel mosfets in the bird s beak regions depambbre and the drain leakage

current reduction effect dlecre which are still seldom explored by the semiconductor and cmos ics industries several three dimensional 3d numerical simulations and

experimental works are referenced in this book to show how these layout techniques can help the designers to reach the analog and digital cmos ics specifications with

no additional cost furthermore the electrical performance and ionizing radiation robustness of the analog and digital cmos ics can significantly be increased by using this

gate layout approach

Fundamentals of III-V Semiconductor MOSFETs

2010-03-16

fundamentals of iii v semiconductor mosfets presents the fundamentals and current status of research of compound semiconductor metal oxide semiconductor field

effect transistors mosfets that are envisioned as a future replacement of silicon in digital circuits the material covered begins with a review of specific properties of iii v

semiconductors and available technologies making them attractive to mosfet technology such as band engineered heterostructures effect of strain nanoscale control

during epitaxial growth due to the lack of thermodynamically stable native oxides on iii v s such as sio2 on si high k oxides are the natural choice of dielectrics for iii v

mosfets the key challenge of the iii v mosfet technology is a high quality thermodynamically stable gate dielectric that passivates the interface states similar to sio2 on

si several chapters give a detailed description of materials science and electronic behavior of various dielectrics and related interfaces as well as physics of fabricated
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devices and mosfet fabrication technologies topics also include recent progress and understanding of various materials systems specific issues for electrical

measurement of gate stacks and fets with low and wide bandgap channels and high interface trap density possible paths of integration of different semiconductor

materials on si platform

Silicon RF Power MOSFETS

2005

the world wide proliferation of cellular networks has revolutionized telecommunication systems the transition from analog to digital rf technology enabled substantial

increase in voice traffic using available spectrum and subsequently the delivery of digitally based text messaging graphics and even streaming video the deployment of

digital networks has required migration to multi carrier rf power amplifiers with stringent demands on linearity and efficiency this book describes the physics design

considerations and rf performance of silicon power metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors mosfets that are at the heart of the power amplifiers the recent

invention and commercialization of rf power mosfets based on the super linear mode of operation is described in this book for the first time in addition to the analytical

treatment of the physics extensive description of transistor operation is provided by using the results of numerical simulations many novel power mosfet structures are

analyzed and their performance is compared with those of the laterally diffused ld mosfet that are currently used in 2g and 3g networks book jacket title summary field

provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

Strain-Engineered MOSFETs

2018-10-03

currently strain engineering is the main technique used to enhance the performance of advanced silicon based metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors

mosfets written from an engineering application standpoint strain engineered mosfets introduces promising strain techniques to fabricate strain engineered mosfets and

to methods to assess the applications of these techniques the book provides the background and physical insight needed to understand new and future developments

in the modeling and design of n and p mosfets at nanoscale this book focuses on recent developments in strain engineered mosfets implemented in high mobility
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substrates such as ge sige strained si ultrathin germanium on insulator platforms combined with high k insulators and metal gate it covers the materials aspects

principles and design of advanced devices fabrication and applications it also presents a full technology computer aided design tcad methodology for strain engineering

in si cmos technology involving data flow from process simulation to process variability simulation via device simulation and generation of spice process compact

models for manufacturing for yield optimization microelectronics fabrication is facing serious challenges due to the introduction of new materials in manufacturing and

fundamental limitations of nanoscale devices that result in increasing unpredictability in the characteristics of the devices the down scaling of cmos technologies has

brought about the increased variability of key parameters affecting the performance of integrated circuits this book provides a single text that combines coverage of the

strain engineered mosfets and their modeling using tcad making it a tool for process technology development and the design of strain engineered mosfets

Power MOSFETs

1989-04-25

details the theory of power mosfets and their applications explains the basis of mosfet characteristics and the features that determine mosfet behavior examines the

interaction of the mosfet device with other elements in the circuit and how device characteristics influence circuit design describes several circuits at length to highlight

the practical details of power mosfet use

FinFET Devices for VLSI Circuits and Systems

2020-07-15

to surmount the continuous scaling challenges of mosfet devices finfets have emerged as the real alternative for use as the next generation device for ic fabrication

technology the objective of this book is to provide the basic theory and operating principles of finfet devices and technology an overview of finfet device architecture and

manufacturing processes and detailed formulation of finfet electrostatic and dynamic device characteristics for ic design and manufacturing thus this book caters to

practicing engineers transitioning to finfet technology and prepares the next generation of device engineers and academic experts on mainstream device technology at

the nanometer nodes
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MOSFETs

2008

the metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor mosfet mos fet or mos fet is a device used to amplify or switch electronic signals it is by far the most common field

effect transistor in both digital and analog circuits the mosfet is composed of a channel of n type or p type semiconductor material and is accordingly called an nmosfet

or a pmosfet also commonly nmosfet pmosfet the width of the channel which determines how well the device conducts is controlled by an electrode called the gate

separated from channel by a thin layer of oxide insulation the insulation keeps current from flowing between the gate and channel mosfets are useful for high speed

switching applications and also on integrated circuits in computers

Nanometer CMOS

2010-02-28

this book presents the material necessary for understanding the physics operation design and performance of modern mosfets with nanometer dimensions it offers a

brief introduction to the field and a thorough overview of mosfet physics detailing the relevant basics the authors apply presented models to calculate and demonstrate

transistor characteristics and they include required input data e g dimensions doping enabling readers to repeat the calculations and compare their results the book

introduces conventional and novel advanced mosfet concepts such as multiple gate structures or alternative channel materials other topics covered include high k

dielectrics and mobility enhancement techniques mosfets for rf radio frequency applications mosfet fabrication technology

Layout Techniques in MOSFETs

2022-06-01

this book aims at describing in detail the different layout techniques for remarkably boosting the electrical performance and the ionizing radiation tolerance of planar
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metal oxide semiconductor mos field effect transistors mosfets without adding any costs to the current planar complementary mos cmos integrated circuits ics

manufacturing processes these innovative layout styles are based on pn junctions engineering between the drain source and channel regions or simply mosfet gate

layout change these interesting layout structures are capable of incorporating new effects in the mosfet structures such as the longitudinal corner effect lce the parallel

connection of mosfets with different channel lengths effect pamdle the deactivation of the parallel mosfets in the bird s beak regions depambbre and the drain leakage

current reduction effect dlecre which are still seldom explored by the semiconductor and cmos ics industries several three dimensional 3d numerical simulations and

experimental works are referenced in this book to show how these layout techniques can help the designers to reach the analog and digital cmos ics specifications with

no additional cost furthermore the electrical performance and ionizing radiation robustness of the analog and digital cmos ics can significantly be increased by using this

gate layout approach

Silicon-on-Insulator Technology and Devices 14

2009

this issue of ecs transactions contains papers on silicon on insulator subjects including devices device physics modelling simulations microelectronics photonics nano

technology integrated circuits radiation hardness material characterization reliability and sensors

Transient Floating-Body Effects for Memory Applications in Fully-Depleted SOI MOSFETs

2007

memory devices based on floating body effects fbe in silicon on insulator soi technology are among the most promising candidates for sub 100nm and low power

dynamic random access memory dram this new type of drams called zero capacitor ram z ram uses only one transistor in partially depleted pd soi technology and

takes advantage of fbe which have been considered as parasitic phenomena until now the z ram programming principles are based on the threshold voltage vth

variations induced by the excess or lack of majority carriers in the floating body in this dissertation a new floating body effect the transient floating body potential effect

tfbpe based on the body majority carriers non equilibrium and on the dual dynamic gate coupling in standard fully depleted fd soi mosfets is presented for the first time
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the tfbpe occurs in a specific gate bias range and can induce strong hysteresis of the gate and drain current characteristics although the fd soi transistors are usually

known to be immune against the fbe and their aftermaths adapted from the same physics principles as in the drain current hysteresis that we called the meta stable dip

msd effect a new concept of one transistor capacitor less memory was also proposed the meta stable dram msdram which is dedicated for double gate operations all

the experimental results and physics interpretations were supported by 2d numerical simulations a 1d semi analytical model of the body potential for non equilibrium

states was also proposed for the first time this original body potential model takes into account the majority carriers density variations i e the quasi fermi level non

equilibrium versus a transient gate voltage scan in a fd mos device

Field Effect Transistors, A Comprehensive Overview

2016-02-23

this book discusses modern day metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors mosfets and future trends of transistor devices this book provides an overview of field

effect transistors fets by discussing the basic principles of fets and exploring the latest technological developments in the field it covers and connects a wide spectrum

of topics related to semiconductor device physics physics of transistors and advanced transistor concepts this book contains six chapters chapter 1 discusses electronic

materials and charge chapter 2 examines junctions discusses contacts under thermal equilibrium metal semiconductor contacts and metal insulator semiconductor

systems chapter 3 covers traditional planar metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors mosfets chapter 4 describes scaling driving technological variations and

novel dimensions of mosfets chapter 5 analyzes heterojunction field effect transistors fets and also discusses the challenges and rewards of heteroepitaxy finally

chapter 6 examines fets at molecular scales links the discussion of contemporary transistor devices to physical processes material has been class tested in

undergraduate and graduate courses on the design of integrated circuit components taught by the author contains examples and end of chapter problems field effect

transistors a comprehensive overview from basic concepts to novel technologies is a reference for senior undergraduate graduate students and professional engineers

needing insight into physics of operation of modern fets pouya valizadeh is associate professor in the department of electrical and computer engineering at concordia

university in quebec canada he received b s and m s degrees with honors from the university of tehran and ph d degree from the university of michigan ann arbor all in

electrical engineering in 1997 1999 and 2005 respectively over the past decade dr valizadeh has taught numerous sections of five different courses covering topics

such as semiconductor process technology semiconductor materials and their properties advanced solid state devices transistor design for modern cmos technology
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and high speed transistors

Cognitive Predictive Maintenance Tools for Brain Diseases

2024-08-13

new tools for early detection of cognitive brain diseases like depression epilepsy parkinson s disease etc and the design analysia application of such tools immense

technical value novelty importance of work which is valuable for researchers incorporates recent technology breakthrougha in treating brain disease patients

CMOSET 2014 Vol. 4: Optoelectronics and Microelectronics Track

2014-06-19

presentation slides from the plenary track at the 2014 cmos emerging technologies research conference in grenoble france

Dynamic RAM

2017-12-19

because of their widespread use in mainframes pcs and mobile audio and video devices drams are being manufactured in ever increasing volume both in stand alone

and in embedded form as part of a system on chip due to the optimum design of their components access transistor storage capacitor and peripherals drams are the

cheapest and densest semiconductor memory currently available as a result most of dram structure research and development focuses on the technology used for its

constituent components and their interconnections however only a few books are available on semiconductor memories in general and fewer on drams dynamic ram

technology advancements provides a holistic view of the dram technology with a systematic description of the advancements in the field since the 1970s and an

analysis of future challenges topics include dram cells of all types including planar three dimensional 3 d trench or stacked cob or cub vertical and mechanically robust

cells using advanced transistors and storage capacitors advancements in transistor technology for the rcat scat finfet bt finfet saddle and advanced recess type and
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storage capacitor realizations how sub 100 nm trench dram technologies and sub 50 nm stacked dram technologies and related topics may lead to new research

various types of leakages and power consumption reduction methods in active and sleep mode various types of sas and yield enhancement techniques employing ecc

and redundancy a worthwhile addition to semiconductor memory research academicians and researchers interested in the design and optimization of high density and

cost efficient drams may also find it useful as part of a graduate level course

Computational Science - ICCS 2007

2007-07-16

part of a four volume set this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international conference on computational science iccs 2007 held in beijing china in

may 2007 the papers cover a large volume of topics in computational science and related areas from multiscale physics to wireless networks and from graph theory to

tools for program development

Advanced Nanoscale MOSFET Architectures

2024-07-03

comprehensive reference on the fundamental principles and basic physics dictating metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor mosfet operation advanced

nanoscale mosfet architectures provides an in depth review of modern metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor mosfet device technologies and advancements

with information on their operation various architectures fabrication materials modeling and simulation methods circuit applications and other aspects related to

nanoscale mosfet technology the text begins with an introduction to the foundational technology before moving on to describe challenges associated with the scaling of

nanoscale devices other topics covered include device physics and operation strain engineering for highly scaled mosfets tunnel fet graphene based field effect

transistors and more the text also compares silicon bulk and devices nanosheet transistors and introduces low power circuit design using advanced mosfets additional

topics covered include high k gate dielectrics and metal gate electrodes for multi gate mosfets covering gate stack processing and metal gate modification strain

engineering in 3d complementary metal oxide semiconductors cmos and its scaling impact and strain engineering in silicon germanium sige finfet and its challenges
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and future perspectives tcad simulation of multi gate mosfet covering model calibration and device performance for analog and rf applications description of the design

of an analog amplifier circuit using digital cmos technology of scl for ultra low power vlsi applications advanced nanoscale mosfet architectures helps readers

understand device physics and design of new structures and material compositions making it an important resource for the researchers and professionals who are

carrying out research in the field along with students in related programs of study

Dielectrics for Nanosystems

2004

representing a further step towards enabling the convergence of computing and communication this handbook and reference treats germanium electronics and optics

on an equal footing renowned experts paint the big picture combining both introductory material and the latest results the first part of the book introduces readers to the

fundamental properties of germanium such as band offsets impurities defects and surface structures which determine the performance of germanium based devices in

conjunction with conventional silicon technology the second part covers methods of preparing and processing germanium structures including chemical and physical

vapor deposition condensation approaches and chemical etching the third and largest part gives a broad overview of the applications of integrated germanium

technology waveguides photodetectors modulators ring resonators transistors and prominently light emitting devices an invaluable one stop resource for both

researchers and developers

Photonics and Electronics with Germanium

2015-05-06

from the introduction nanotechnology and its underpinning sciences are progressing with unprecedented rapidity with technical advances in a variety of nanoscale

fabrication and manipulation technologies the whole topical area is maturing into a vibrant field that is generating new scientific research and a burgeoning range of

commercial applications with an annual market already at the trillion dollar threshold the means of fabricating and controlling matter on the nanoscale afford striking and

unprecedented opportunities to exploit a variety of exotic phenomena such as quantum nanophotonic and nanoelectromechanical effects moreover researchers are
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elucidating new perspectives on the electronic and optical properties of matter because of the way that nanoscale materials bridge the disparate theories describing

molecules and bulk matter surface phenomena also gain a greatly increased significance even the well known link between chemical reactivity and surface to volume

ratio becomes a major determinant of physical properties when it operates over nanoscale dimensions against this background this comprehensive work is designed to

address the need for a dynamic authoritative and readily accessible source of information capturing the full breadth of the subject its six volumes covering a broad

spectrum of disciplines including material sciences chemistry physics and life sciences have been written and edited by an outstanding team of international experts

addressing an extensive cross disciplinary audience each chapter aims to cover key developments in a scholarly readable and critical style providing an indispensible

first point of entry to the literature for scientists and technologists from interdisciplinary fields the work focuses on the major classes of nanomaterials in terms of their

synthesis structure and applications reviewing nanomaterials and their respective technologies in well structured and comprehensive articles with extensive cross

references it has been a constant surprise and delight to have found amongst the rapidly escalating number who work in nanoscience and technology so many highly

esteemed authors willing to contribute sharing our anticipation of a major addition to the literature they have also captured the excitement of the field itself in each

carefully crafted chapter along with our painstaking and meticulous volume editors full credit for the success of this enterprise must go to these individuals together with

our thanks for largely adhering to the given deadlines lastly we record our sincere thanks and appreciation for the skills and professionalism of the numerous elsevier

staff who have been involved in this project notably fiona geraghty megan palmer and greg harris and especially donna de weerd wilson who has steered it through

from its inception we have greatly enjoyed working with them all as we have with each other

Comprehensive Nanoscience and Technology

2010-10-29

with the increasing demand for smaller faster and more highly integrated optical and electronic devices as well as extremely sensitive detectors for biomedical and

environmental applications a field called nano optics or nano photonics electronics is emerging studying the many promising optical properties of nanostructures like

nanotechnology itself it is a rapidly evolving and changing field but because of strong research activity in optical communication and related devices combined with the

intensive work on nanotechnology nano optics is shaping up fast to be a field with a promising future this book serves as a one stop review of modern nano optical

photonic and nano electronic techniques applications and developments provides overview of the field of nano optics photonics and electronics detailing practical
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examples of photonic technology in a wide range of applications discusses photonic systems and devices with mathematical rigor precise enough for design purposes a

one stop review of modern nano optical photonic and nano electronic techniques applications and developments

Handbook of Nanoscale Optics and Electronics

2010-05-25

this book describes in detail the semiconductor physics and the effects of the high temperatures and ionizing radiations in the electrical behavior of the metal

oxidesemiconductor field effect transistors mosfets implemented with the first and second generations of the differentiated layout styles the authors demonstrate a

variety of innovative layout styles for mosfets enabling readers to design analog and rf mosfets that operate in a high temperature wide range and an ionizing radiation

environment with high electrical performance and reduced die area

Differentiated Layout Styles for MOSFETs

2023-05-05

the papers included in this issue of ecs transactions were originally presented in the symposium solid state topics general session held during the prime 2008 joint

international meeting of the electrochemical society and the electrochemical society of japan with the technical cosponsorship of the japan society of applied physics the

korean electrochemical society the electrochemistry division of the royal australian chemical institute and the chinese society of electrochemistry this meeting was held

in honolulu hawaii from october 12 to 17 2008

Solid State (General) - 214th ECS Meeting/PRiME 2008

2009-03

nanostructured silicon germanium sige opens up the prospects of novel and enhanced electronic device performance especially for semiconductor devices silicon
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germanium sige nanostructures reviews the materials science of nanostructures and their properties and applications in different electronic devices the introductory part

one covers the structural properties of sige nanostructures with a further chapter discussing electronic band structures of sige alloys part two concentrates on the

formation of sige nanostructures with chapters on different methods of crystal growth such as molecular beam epitaxy and chemical vapour deposition this part also

includes chapters covering strain engineering and modelling part three covers the material properties of sige nanostructures including chapters on such topics as strain

induced defects transport properties and microcavities and quantum cascade laser structures in part four devices utilising sige alloys are discussed chapters cover ultra

large scale integrated applications mosfets and the use of sige in different types of transistors and optical devices with its distinguished editors and team of international

contributors silicon germanium sige nanostructures is a standard reference for researchers focusing on semiconductor devices and materials in industry and academia

particularly those interested in nanostructures reviews the materials science of nanostructures and their properties and applications in different electronic devices

assesses the structural properties of sige nanostructures discussing electronic band structures of sige alloys explores the formation of sige nanostructuresfeaturing

different methods of crystal growth such as molecular beam epitaxy and chemical vapour deposition

Silicon-Germanium (SiGe) Nanostructures

2011-02-26

the increasing demand in home and industry for electronic devices has encouraged designers and researchers to investigate new devices and circuits using new

materials that can perform several tasks efficiently with low ic integrated circuit area and low power consumption furthermore the increasing demand for portable

devices intensifies the search to design sensor elements an efficient storage cell and large capacity memory elements electrical and electronic devices circuits and

materials design and applications will assist the development of basic concepts and fundamentals behind devices circuits materials and systems this book will allow its

readers to develop their understanding of new materials to improve device performance with even smaller dimensions and lower costs additionally this book covers

major challenges in mems micro electromechanical system based device and thin film fabrication and characterization including their applications in different fields such

as sensors actuators and biomedical engineering key features assists researchers working on devices and circuits to correlate their work with other requirements of

advanced electronic systems offers guidance for application oriented electrical and electronic device and circuit design for future energy efficient systems encourages

awareness of the international standards for electrical and electronic device and circuit design organized into 23 chapters electrical and electronic devices circuits and
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materials design and applications will create a foundation to generate new electrical and electronic devices and their applications it will be of vital significance for

students and researchers seeking to establish the key parameters for future work

Electrical and Electronic Devices, Circuits and Materials

2021-03-15

this volume contains the proceedings of the 10th edition of the international conference on simulation of semiconductor processes and devices sispad 2004 held in

munich germany on september 2 4 2004 the conference program included 7 invited plenary lectures and 82 contributed papers for oral or poster presentation which

were carefully selected out of a total of 151 abstracts submitted from 14 countries around the world like the previous meetings sispad 2004 provided a world wide forum

for the presentation and discussion of recent advances and developments in the theoretical description physical modeling and numerical simulation and analysis of

semiconductor fabrication processes device operation and system performance the variety of topics covered by the conference contributions reflects the physical effects

and technological problems encountered in consequence of the progressively shrinking device dimensions and the ever growing complexity in device technology

Simulation of Semiconductor Processes and Devices 2004

2012-12-06

this book presents physical understanding modeling and simulation on chip characterization layout solutions and design techniques that are effective to enhance the

reliability of various circuit units the authors provide readers with techniques for state of the art and future technologies ranging from technology modeling fault detection

and analysis circuit hardening and reliability management

Circuit Design for Reliability

2014-11-08
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this book focusses on the spacer engineering aspects of novel mos based device circuit co design in sub 20nm technology node its process complexity variability and

reliability issues it comprehensively explores the finfet tri gate architectures with their circuit sram suitability and tolerance to random statistical variations

Spacer Engineered FinFET Architectures

2017-06-26

micro and nanoelectronic devices are the prime movers for electronics which is essential for the current information age this unique monograph identifies the key stages

of advanced device design and integration in semiconductor manufacturing it brings into one resource a comprehensive device design using simulation the book

presents state of the art semiconductor device design using the latest tcad tools professionals researchers academics and graduate students in electrical electronic

engineering and microelectronics will benefit from this reference text contents introductionsimulation toolssimulation methodologycmos technologystress engineered

cmosheterojunction bipolar transistorsstress engineered hbtsfinfetsadvanced devicesmemory devicespower devicessolar cellsheterojunction solar cellsspice parameter

extraction readership professionals researchers academics and graduate students in electrical electronic engineering and microelectronics

Computer Aided Design of Micro- and Nanoelectronic Devices

2016-10-27

this book presents the art of advanced mosfet modeling for integrated circuit simulation and design it provides the essential mathematical and physical analyses of all

the electrical mechanical and thermal effects in mos transistors relevant to the operation of integrated circuits particular emphasis is placed on how the bsim model

evolved into the first ever industry standard spice mosfet model for circuit simulation and cmos technology development the discussion covers the theory and

methodology of how a mosfet model or semiconductor device models in general can be implemented to be robust and efficient turning device physics theory into a

production worthy spice simulation model special attention is paid to mosfet characterization and model parameter extraction methodologies making the book

particularly useful for those interested or already engaged in work in the areas of semiconductor devices compact modeling for spice simulation and integrated circuit

design
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BSIM4 and MOSFET Modeling for IC Simulation

2011

discover cutting edge techniques for next generation integrated circuit design and learn how to deliver improved speed density power and cost

Digitally-Assisted Analog and Analog-Assisted Digital IC Design

2015-07-23

nanoelectronics devices design materials and applications provides information about the progress of nanomaterial and nanoelectronic devices and their applications in

diverse fields including semiconductor electronics biomedical engineering energy production and agriculture the book is divided into two parts the editors have included

a blend of basic and advanced information with references to current research the book is intended as an update for researchers and industry professionals in the field

of electronics and nanotechnology it can also serve as a reference book for students taking advanced courses in electronics and technology the editors have included

mcqs for evaluating the readers understanding of the topics covered in the book topics covered in part 1 include basic knowledge on nanoelectronics with examples of

testing different device parameters the present past and future of nanoelectronics an introduction to nanoelectronics and applicability of moore s law transport of charge

carrier electrode and measurement of device parameters fermi level adjustment in junction less transistor non polar devices and their simulation the negative

capacitance in mosfet devices effect of electrode in the device operation second and sixth group semiconductors finfet principal and future electronics and optics

integration for fast processing and data communication batteryless photo detectors solar cell fabrication and applications van der waals assembled nanomaterials

Nanoelectronics Devices: Design, Materials, and Applications (Part I)

2023-10-31

this book covers the fundamentals and significance of 2 d materials and related semiconductor transistor technologies for the next generation ultra low power
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applications it provides comprehensive coverage on advanced low power transistors such as ncfets finfets tfets and flexible transistors for future ultra low power

applications owing to their better subthreshold swing and scalability in addition the text examines the use of field effect transistors for biosensing applications and

covers design considerations and compact modeling of advanced low power transistors such as ncfets finfets and tfets tcad simulation examples are also provided

features discusses the latest updates in the field of ultra low power semiconductor transistors provides both experimental and analytical solutions for tfets and ncfets

presents synthesis and fabrication processes for finfets reviews details on 2 d materials and 2 d transistors explores the application of fets for biosensing in the

healthcare field this book is aimed at researchers professionals and graduate students in electrical engineering electronics and communication engineering electron

devices nanoelectronics and nanotechnology microelectronics and solid state circuits

Semiconductor Devices and Technologies for Future Ultra Low Power Electronics

2021-12-09
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